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Students speak out on withdrawals
Ry MARILYN SIMMONS

Staff reporter

Pressures which impede a
student's search for knowledge
are lessened by the present withdrawal system, Frederic George,
Huntington senior speaking for
John David Short, Huntington
junior saii:1 at the Academic
Planning and Standards Committee's open hearing Feb. 24.
"Fear, tension, anxiety ... are
lessened under the present
system," said George. The
present withdrawal system acts
as a "safety valve."
"Outside pressures on students
remain regardless of the withdrawal system," Theo Wallace,
Vienna senior said. "The present
system has lessened the burden
on the student who must withdraw. Pressures have not been
allowed for, she said, the old
system
limited
students'
prerogative. The present .system
is needed," Miss Wallace said.
"It provides a fluid, elastic
structure."
The threat of receiving a WF
(withdrawal failing) under the
old system pressured many
students into dropping a class
within the first four weeks of a
semester, Rod McCrory, White
Sulphur Springs junior said.
Students are encouraged to
remain in a class and improve
their work under the present
withdrawal system. The pressure
is off to drop a course within the
first four weeks of a semester,
McCrory said, since students
have the opportunity to improve
their work and should they fail,
drop the class without punishment.

According to Ira Bostic, St.
Albans freshman, the old system
of WF (withdrawal failing), WP
(withdrawal passing), and FIW
(failure for irregular withdrawal) was essentially punishment. Grades are secondary, he
said, in a university. The punitive
nature of the withdrawal system

he can drop that class and improve the next semester when he
repeats the class.
The ability to drop a class
encourages students to stay in a
course and pass it, said Womack.
According to Ray Wolfe,
Moundsville sophomore, the
present withdrawal system does

minimizes the punitive aspects of
withdrawal and gives students a
second chance.
The purpose of the University
is education, Wolfe said. This
purpose is best served by the
present withdrawal system.
Information including Fall 1970
statistics on "early" versus
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is eliminated under the present
system.
Previously when a student for
various reasons fell below
standard in his work, he lost,
Fredric George said in his own
speech. For the first time this is
not the case, he said.
Now, under the present system
a student can withdraw before
. the final judgment. The student is
given, George said, a second
chance. He doesn't have to lose.
No student, said Nitro
sophomore, John Womack, can
excel in all his classes. He should
not be punished for taking a
class.
Students can drop a class which
is too much of a load under the
present
system
with out
jeopardizing their academic
standard, said Huntington junior,
Nora Horton. Why should a
student fail a class, she asked
when under the present system

HUNTINGTON, W.VA No. 77

not remove incentives from the
students. Rather it gives them a
second chance to improve their
work.
Joe Lazear, Pittsburgh, Pa.,
junior speaking for Peter Rizzo,
Huntington,
New
York
sophomore, said that the present
system has been attacked as
irresponsible because less
energetic students take seats
which could be filled by conscientious
students.
This
argument. Lazear said, seems
valid at first. But the conscientious student would not be
admitted to the class under either
of the withdrawal systems unless
we had open registration, Lazear
said. This is impractical he. added.
It is apparent, Wolfe said that
the present system is better than
the old one. It does not take away
seats from conscientious students
or remove incentives. But it

"late" withdrawals, on "D" and
on "F" grades and comparable
statistics for previous semesters
should be obtained from the
Registrar and considered before
any judgment is made on the
present withdrawal system,
according to Gary S. Nunley,
instructor of English, who spoke
favoring the present withdrawal
system.
The extent the new system
assisted or impeded the faculty
and similar information from the
student body must also be considered Nunley said.
"Without access to such
studies, it would seem difficult to
conclude that we have yet
learned any specific thing about
the installation of the late withdrawal system at this school," he
said.
He asked the Committee to
withhold final judgment until full
information was collected and

made available to the University
community or at least not to
change the existing system at
this time.
"There is a chance," Nunley
said. "it seems a very significant
chance. that the student will gain
something from his further
membership in a course.
Whatever he gains will hopefully
aid him when he must re-enroll."
If the facts show Marshall
students have abused the late
withdrawal privilege then,
Nunley said. he would like to
consider academic counseling or
other amending methods to the
system.
. "But alwi:lyS I would prefer
that our student body be exposed
to more academic freedom, not
less. so that it might grow to
learn responsible and healthy use
of that freedom." Nunley concluded.
The concern of the cor. .,nittee
about the abuse of the withdrawal
privilege by the students is,
according to George, a legitimate
one. But he said, there have been
and always will be those few who
will abuse privileges . George
asked the committee not to
consider the irresponsibility of
these few.
The committee must. George
said, "resist the temptation to
abolish the present system due to
the irresponsibility of a few."
Eight speeches favoring the
present withdrawal system were
given. No one opposing the
present system appeared before
the Committee at the hearing .
Chairman of the Committee on
Academic Planning and Standards. Dr. Paul D. Stewart stated
that the hearing's purpose was to
gain information which would be
discussed at the committee's
rl'gular meeting.

Yarbrough date changed
The Glenn Yarbrough Show,
part of the Student Artist Series,
originally planned for March 11,
has been changed to 8:30 p.m.
March 4, at the Keith-Albee
Theater.
Students may obtain tickets 8
a.m. to 3 p.m. Monday and
Tuesday at the ticket table in the
lounge of Smith Hall' by
presenting their activity cards.
Glenn Yarbrough began his
singing career at the age of eight
as a soloist at Grace Church in
New York. A vocal scholarship
then took him to St. Pauls School
in Baltimore, Maryland.
The scholarship was changed
to an athletic scholarship when
he made both the varsity football

and lacrosse teams. This and
Yarbrough's desire to teach
ended his singing career for a
while.
In 1956, Yarbrough was offered
his first professional singing job.
He thought that he could continue
to study and sing at the same
time. However, he soon
discovered that he could not keep
up with numerous singing
engagements and study.
Yarbrough continued to work
as a single performer until he
met Alex Hassilev and Lou
Gottleib and they formed the
Limelighters.
When the group broke up,
Yarbrough agreed to do one
single album for R.C.A. Victor

Records. Because of the success
of this album, Yarbrough spent
ten years in association with
R.C.A.
Recently Yarbrough signed a
contract with Warner Brothers
Records. One album is already
available on the new label called
"Each of Us Alone". This album
was entirely written, scored and
produced by Rod McKuen.
Yarbrough is now fulfilling his
life dream of aiding underprivileged children by
founding the Schole Project in .his
spare time. The school is an
experimental project which
opened in the fall of 1970 with 10
orphan children.

W.Va. forensic tourney here
Twenty-seven high schools trophies in oral interpretation of
from West Virginia will compete prose, oral interpretation of
Saturday iQ the third annual ·poetry, duet acting, debate,
Marshall University Forensics public address, and pantomime.
Tournament in Stewart Harold
Pantomime is new this year.
Smith Hall.
"This is the largest in- The student must develop a
dependent forensics tournament character as he reacts to a
in the state," said Henry J. situation expressing inner conSullivan, instructor of speech and flict. No vocalization is allowed.
tournament director.
"The objective of the tourTwo hundred and fifty high nament is to provide outlets for
school students will compete for speech activities and to promote

Robe, leadership honorary
initiates 10· new pledges
The Robe, men's leadership
honorary, has taken 10 new
pledges for the second semester.
Pledges are Harry Ramson,
Williamson senior (Kappa Alpha
Psi); John Hammat, Huntington
senior, (Zeta Beta Tau·); Trent
Crewe, Princeton junior (Tau
Kappa Epsilon l: Charles Nelson,
Bridgeport junior
(Kappa

Alpha>; Jack Harvey, Hinton
junior (Kappa Alpha); Jim
Vickers, St. Albans junior <Independent); Bob Parkins,
Parkersburg junior (Sigma Phi
Epsilon); Eddie Patton, Beckley
junior (Sigma Phi Epsilon); Jack
Seamonds, Huntington junior
<Independent>; David Hanlon,
Madison senior (Pi Kappa
Alpha>.

speech activities in the state,"
Sullivan said. "It has grown from
a small debate tournament to
what it is today. Last year we had
20 high schools and 127 students
participating."
Trophies will be awarded to the
top two debate teams and best
affirmative and negative teams.
In other events, trophies will be
given for first and second place.
Division chairmen for the
events are: debatf' Jacqueline
White, instructor of speech; oral
interpretation of prose, Mrs. Hite
Compton. assistant professor of
speech: oral interpretation of
poetry, Dennis Chapman; duet
acting and pantomime, Mrs.
Bruce Greenwood; and public
address, Dr. Beverly Cortes,
associate professor of speech.
Awards will be presented at 5
p.m.
The tournament is open to the
public. Information concerning
where the events are to be held
will be available in Smith Hall
lobby .

(;(.E:\':\' Y.\H1mona1 SHOW IS SET FOR '.\-1ARCH 4
Tickets ,l\·ailahle :\londa~ and Tuesda~·
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GOOD
MORNl"N
..
Weather

CONSIDERABLE CLOUDINESS today with a
70 per cent chance of rain, according to National
Weather Service. Temperature will be near 60
degrees.

Today
SIGMA PHI Epsilon will have a TGIF with
Sigma Kappa from 3 to 6 p.m. at Der Ratscheller.
SIGMA ALPHA Epsilon will have a TGIF with
Sigma Sigma Sigma at 3 p.m. at the SAE house.
MUSICAL MINI Fest will be part of the Coffee
House series at 7:30 p.m. at the Ashland Community College.
LAST DAY for senior pictures. They will be
taken from 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the Chief
Justice office.
TICKETS for the opera "Orpheus in the Underworld" will be available from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. at the Keith Albee Theatre box office.
REPRESENTATIVE Ken Hechler, D-W.Va.,
will speak at 9, 11, and 1 to political science
classes.

Saturday
MISS MtRSHALL UNIVERSITY contest, to
pick a representative for the Miss West Virginia
contest, will be held at 8 p.m. in Old Main
Auditorium . Tickets are one dollar.
MILITARY SCIEtiCE cadets will attend a presummer camp at Spring Valley Army Reserve
Center.

'MU Report'
airs Monday

Letter to the editor

WMUL television will begin a
15 minute news cast, "MU
Report", at 6 p.m. Monday, "MU
Report'' will be weekly, Monday,
Wedn~sday, and Friday, according to Steve Gill, Culloden.
junior. and WMUL news director.
Gill said the news cast will
begin with the permission of Dr.
Terry M. Hollinger, director of
tel~ommunications, and Carol
Brodtrick, program manager.
Facilities for the news are
provided by 9r. Hollinger and
Miss Brodtrick. Dr. Hollinger
said the main purpose of "MU
Re~t" was not only to give the
journalism students experience,
but also to let the people outside
campus know what is happening
at Marshall in terms of the
learning and growth that goes on
here.
A student staff of writers and
reporters, with journalism 350
and 351 classes will be assembling the Marshall oriented news
cast. David S. Bond, operations
manager, will assist in the
technical organization of the
program.

Sex information
films to be seen
Two sex information films will
be available starting Monday
from the office of Mary louise
Gallagher, dean of special
programs.
"Introduction to Birth Control," a 15-minute film available
Monday through March 15, has
been scheduled at Alpha Chi
Omega sorority Monday; Laidley
Hall, Tuesday; South Hall,
Thursday and Sigma Sigma
Sigma sorority. March 7.
"Human Reproduction," will
be shown by Laidley Hall on
Tuesday and by South Hall on
Thursday.

Sunday

He criticized Marshall fans for
After observing the situation being "unsportsmanlike" when
for two weeks now I feel I must we got a bit over excited at some
write if for no other reason than abominable officiating (by his
to express my views concerning beloved MAC refs> but he refused
our athletic director, Joseph H. to men.lion at all the reason the
students were upset.
McMullen.
I feel that in all fairness Mr.
Also, Mr. McMullen has been
McMullen deserves at least a very difficult to reach, either by
short "trial period" before being phone or in person, to talk with
so severly criticized. However, I members of The Parthenon staff
feel that he forfeited this and other students. He says it will
privilege by his own actions. I be a very long time before
refer to his statement <made Marshall can expect a mediocre
almost upon his arrival) that he football team. With the recruits
favored getting MU back into the already committed to MU and the
MAC.
talent coming here such a
Any prudent person would statement is no less than an insult
consider the consequences of to the people of Marshall.
such a statement before making
Mr. McMullen is pledged to "do
it, which Mr. McMullen obviously
failed to do. By this blatant act what's best for Marshall." I
Mr. McMullen has incurred the suggest that he should start some
wrath of all of those of the sort of public relations program
Marshall community who don't to clarify some of his actions to
want to give the MAC the gain the support of the largest
pleasure of having "good ole part of the Marshall communitythe student body !
MU" to kick around again.
McMullen has also incurred the
TRENT CREWE
wrath of others by being
Princeton junior
unusually uncooperative. For
instance, he planned to release
the name of the new coach late at
night~oincidentally in time for
the local papers and the eleven
oclock news but too late for The
Parthenon.
TO THE EDITOR:

Abortion
Information
(212) 271-4401

We believe that if you think you are
pregnant. you should be able to find
out what to do.
We believe that if you have confirmed your pregnancy, you should
be able to call someone to help you
decide what to do.
We believe that 1f you want an abortion. only the most qualified board
approved gynecologists should per•
form it.
We believe that you should have the
right to decide whether your abortion will be performed In a hospital
or outpatient facility.
We believe that ,n all cases, the
facility used should be perfectly
equipped and staffed.
I•
'We believe that you should understand exactly what an abortion procedure is.
We believe that transportation arrangements to New York should be
made for you. as well as accommodations if they are needed.
We believe that all of these things
should be done dt the lowest possible cost to you
We believe you feel the same way
We know we can help you, even if
it's just to talk to someone.

$1798.00

RICH'S
25th St. & 5th Ave.

For a study break, try the French
Tavern. We provide food for
thought.

UNITARIAN FELLOWSHIP will have a
discussion on "How to be an Effective Parent" at
9:45 a.m. at the Campus Christian Center.
THE MOTHERS CLUB of Sigma Alpha Epsilon
will sponsor a spaghetti dinner from noon till 5
p.m. at the SAE house.

Open 4 to lo p.m.--Sunday 12 noon to
10 p.m.---Closed Monday.
2349 Adams Ave.
Route 60 West.

.. ,a...

"THE MOUSE That Roared" will be the Arts
and Cinema Society feature at 8 p.m. in the
Smith Music Hall Auditorium .

(212) 271-4401
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A variety of social functions.
h .\
A B
H 0
new pledges and new officers are
this week's news from the Greek
community.
Alpha Xi Delta sorority will
have an informal at their house
from 9 p.m. to midnight tonight.
New Alpha Xi pledges are Patti
Zdranik.
Monaco,
Pa.,
sophomore: Nancy Cutright,
Huntington freshman, and Cathy
Hendricks. St. Albans freshman.
Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity
Sue Casali
wm TGIF with Sigma Kappa
sorority at 3:30 today at Der
()
T i
A
fl p
n
Rathskeller.
Zeta Beta Tau fraternity will
TGIF wifo Phi Mu sorority at 3
ZBT Samuel W. Yates, tington freshmen.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity
p.m. today at the ZBT house.
• Lewisburg senior, was recently
Phi Mu will initiate five girls at selected by the National will TGI~ with Sigma Sigma
10: 15 a .m. Saturday at Central Fraternity Hall of Fame for his Sigma sorority at 3 p.m . today at
Christian Church. They are outstanding Greek leadership. the SAE house. Sunday SAE's
Susan McEldowney and Susan Yates is a senior advisor for ZBT, Mothers Club will have a
Eakle, Huntington freshmen, and is past secretary and ritual spaghetti dinner at 5 p.m. at the
Jean McDaniel, Proctorville, chairman. He was recently in SAE house . It will be open to the
Ohio, freshman: Joa11 Ware, charge of chartering the Morris public. The cost will be $1.
New SAE pledges are Jim
Downers Grove, Ill., freshman Harvey chapter of ZBT.
and Sue Ellen Ferguson, Stanley,
Lambda Chi Alpha will have a Barber and Greg Casto, BarN.C .. freshman.
house party from 8 p.m. to boursville freshmen, Bob Fort,
Frederick, Md., junior: Rick
Phi Mu will hold their Foun- midnight today .
ders' Day and Initiation Banquet
Alpha Sigma Phi fraternity will Gray . Beckley sophomore :
at2:30p.m.SaturdayatGateway have a house party at 8:30 p.m . Randy Love . Alum Creek
sophomore; Gary Orsini, Inwood
Inn.
Saturday .
New pledges and pledge class
Alpha Sigma Alpha sorority junior: Dave Patrick, Huntington
officers of ZBT are Paul Raines, will have a house party from 9 sophomore, and Chuck Watson,
Greg Gibson and Steve Haught.
South Charleston freshman, p.m . to 1 a .m . Saturday.
president; David Hawkins,
Kappa Alpha Order will TGIF Huntington freshmen.
New officers of Sigma Sigma
Green
Bank
freshman, with Alpha Chi Omega sorority
treasurer: Pete Harris, Welch from 3 to 6p.m. today at the Draft Sigma are Dawn Larson. Mt.
Jewett, Pa., junior. president:
freshman, historian; Phillip Board.
Stuart, South Charleston freshThe Miss Marshall University Kathy Bartholomew, Huntington
man; Charlie Eslinger, Hun- pageant is being sponsored by junior. vice president: Sharon
tington freshman;
KA's . The contest which is a Lee. St. Albans sophomore,
Jane
Seaman,
Mike Miller, Point Pleasant preliminary to the Miss West treasurer:
junior: Jack Welch, Hastings-on- Virginia and Miss U.S .A. contests Ravenswood sophomore ,
.
Hudson, N.Y., freshman; Vernon will be 8 p.m . Saturday in Old recording secretary ;
Kathi Turner. Parkersburg
Shaulis, Elkins freshman; Ray Main Auditorium.
Wolfe, Moundsville sophomore;
New KA pledges are Chuck sophomore. corresponding
Steve Fleming, South Charleston Ca r r o 11 .
Ra v ens wood secretary: Cindi Chambers.
freshman; Rick Thompson, Fort sophomore: Bart Conradi, Huntington sophomore. sentinel :
Gay freshman: Nick Keller, Wayne freshman: Rick Dearien Debby Chambers, Huntington
Union, N.J .. freshman; Jerry and Terry Hodges , Charleston junior. scholarship chairman.
Schuck, Lindenhurst, N.Y .. freshmen: Keith Dyke, Barrett and Linda Young, Charleston
sophomore; Tom Hartley, Nitro freshman,
Gary
Garrett, junior. house president.
Tri-Sigma initiated these 22
freshman;
Shrewsbury freshman: Dave
Neal Corbin, Cherry Hill, N.J ., Houck, Chesapeake, Ohio, girls Sunday : Pam Jones.
Beckley
freshman.
Vicki
sophomore; Bob Hamon, Hun- sophomore:
tington freshman: Harry Conner,
Tom
Lilly ,
Beckley Shamblin. Procious freshman;
Sisson ville sophomore; Mike sophomore: Dave McCoy. Vicki Myers and Ann Talley . St.
Williams , Charleston Matewan freshman: Scott Albans freshmen: Kathy Hale
sophomore; Dwight Primozic, Quillen. Ceredo freshman; Bob
Milton sophomore: Lynn Wilson, Schmitt, Cincinnati, Ohio, freshLewisburg freshman, and Dean man: Mike Sidebottom, St .
Nottingham, Harrisville Albans freshman, and Doogie
sophomore.
Ward and Bonnie Rader, Hun-

z

r

<!?reek
~xcbange
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and Jan Grisso. Bluefield freshmen: Kathi Reed and Connie
Caldwell.
Charleston
sophomores:
Denise Johnson. Julie Warne.
Christi Whitling. Bev Preston.
Vicki Lilly. Karen Kuhl. Jan
Pettv. Debbie Malott. Marcia
Perrv. Marcia Sullivan. Donna
Stevens.
Becky
Wright.
Catherine Clayton and Debbie
Dawson. Huntington freshmen.
Kappa Alpha Psi recently had
their winter formal "Hearts and
Sweethearts." Mamie Hampton
and Lisa Williams. Huntington
freshmen
were
crowned
sweethearts . New KA Psi
brothers are Bob Walker, St.
Albans freshman: Sam Robertson. South Charleston freshman:
John Williams. Madison freshman. Charles Jeffrey. Charleston
freshman. and Marcus Henderson. Logan freshman.
New Alpha Sigma Phi officers
are John Marshall. Middletown.
Ohio. junior. president; Dan
Ferguson. Huntington junior .
first vice president : Mike Smith,
Orangeburg. S. C.. senior. second
vice president ; Steve Ward.
Lavalette junior. treasurer. and
Chuck Robertson . Cleveland.
Ohio. senior. secretary.
Alpha Sigma Phi recently
pledged
Mike
Skipmore.
Gallipolis. Ohio. freshman: Don
Gossett. Huntington freshman :
Steve Wilson. Clearwater. Fla.,
freshman. and Dean Hodges, ,
Huntington freshman .
Delta Zeta sorority will .pledge
these girls early next week : Pam
Knapp. Hurricane freshman :
Annette Boyan. Beckley freshman : Lauren Niski, Titusville.
N .J .. freshman : Margaret
Roush.
Flatwood.
Ky ..
sophomore: Adele McFarland.
Wheeling freshman. and Kyle
Moore. Ripley freshman .
New Tau Kappa Epsilon
pledges are Gary Ramsey.
Huntington senior; Gary Hill.
Scott Depot freshman: Tom Schwab. Mason sophomore: Ed
Umlauf. New Martinsville fresh-)
man : Tom Wallace. Ridley Park,
Pa .. freshman:

Danny
Mc Queen.
Gary
Maynor. Ed White and Randy
Meadows. Charleston freshmen,
and Eric Smith. Steve Frantz,
Mike Karr. Butch Adkins. Bob
Wiles and John F . Smith. Huntington freshmen .
Lambda Chi Alpha recently
pledged these men : Chuck Terry,
Beckley
junior:
Rodney
Dieringer. Sistersville
sophomore: Bill House. Huntington sophomore : Harold
Hickok and Terry Sanders,
Williamson freshmen : Frank
Berger and Jim Thacker. St.
Albans freshmen :
.Jack De Fazio. Long Branch,
N.J .. freshman : Kevin Flaherty,
Flushing . N.Y .. junior; Ron
Estomin. Toms River . N.J ..
freshman: Ray Moore. Lake
Ronkonkoma. N.J.. freshman:
Mike Filbon. Pratt freshman:
Randv Nicewander. Williamson
sophomore :
Clark Parsons. Beckley freshman : Randall Midkiff. Barboursville freshman : Larry
Dennison. Charleston junior:
Larry Ames. New Martinsville
junior . and Roger Sock. Grover
Miller. Robert Campbell, and
Rich Simmons. Charleston freshmen .
Lambda Chi Cresent Club will
have a Barbeque Dinner from 3 to
7 p.m . Sunday at the Lambda Chi
house . The cost will be $1.
Tau Kappa Epsilon will TGIF
with Alpha Chi Omega from 3 to 6
p.m. Sunday at the TKE house.

$1.00 CAR WASH
YES! YES! YE-S!
OW'.'.EH-"HED" Sl'.\1:vtONS
X: :10 a .m. to !I p.m .

RED'S AUTO WASH
38 W. 4TH AVENUE

1••••••••••••••••• ••-••••••-1
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Listening for
freshmen begins

next week

t. '·, ',_. . . ,. ,. .·.

"-~'*''";''*''*'" ,.••.••,,, .• '''' . ' ' ',,· ,.

"Listening Group." a freshman orientation
series. will begin Monday. according to Mary
Louise Gallagher. dean of special programs.
Continuing for six weeks. the weekly
sessions last 90 minutes and will meet in the
Counse.ling Center or Campus Christian
Center. F'ifty people who have signed up for
the discussions will be divided into groups of
six or eight.
Seniors in Vocational Rehabilitation 425
have been trained as group leaders. For the
first 10 weeks, Listening Group serves as
their class.
Listening Group Manual outlines the
group's organization. Each "meeting begins
with a record which< I> introduces the subject
for the evening's discussion, (2) reminds the
group of some of the rules for discussion
which are in effect. and (3) gives a five-seven
minute spot of recorded student views on the
subject.
The meeting then continues with a sharing
of the individual group members' personal
reactions to the subject. Each person attempts to give his reactions and feelings. The
group should be sure that they understand
before moving on to the next person.
After. but only after, each person has given
his initial reactions the discussion continues
more freely. At the end of the session persons

They attempt also to evaluate the meaning
that the discussion had for them."
F'or easier handling. the record has been
transmitted on to portable tape recorders,
said Miss Gallagher. A tape recording will be
made of each session and once a week the
group leaders will meet with their instructor.
Steven A. Meadows. assistant professor of
education.
During these meetings. they will "listen to
the tapes of the sessions and talk about
problems they have encountered." Miss
Gallagher defined problems as. "attendence.
one person trying to control the group. and
people not really listening to other people.
ln the very first session. each student signs
a commitment contract saying they will be
there each week." A student must commit
himself to the group as if it were a class
although no credit is given. Only the group
leaders receive a grade and credit.
As cited in the Listening Group Manual,
"some effort is needed in attempting to
bridge the gap between the classroom and the
students' personal life." All the participating
students are freshman except for one group
composed of older adults.
Listening Group originated at Ohio
University where Miss Gallagher helped in
the program.
"Thev don't have actual data back yet but
the kids seemed to enjoy it. Some doctoral
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,Multi-media' open
for creative people
Ry ERNEST GORGIA

Staff Reporter

WMUL-TV has been involved
with Point Pleasant in attempting to develop a "multimedia" project to tell the story of
the Point Pleasant region.
At the same time, multi-media
would serve as a focal point for
tourists. Starting date is 1974.
What is multi-media? It is the
simultaneous use of slide and
film projectors, tape recorders,
and dissolving gear (equipment
used to fade one picture on screen
as another replace it> to produce
an audio-visual "happening" that
completely surrounds those who
watch.
Multi-media's purpose is to
take a complex subject, make a
presentation in sight and sound
that tell5' a story so the viewer
feels he knows what's going on,
perhaps without the viewer ever
having seen or heard of the
subject material.
OR. TERRY HOLLINGER,

general manager of WMUL-TV,
WMUL-FM and closed circuit
television, said he would like to
see students get involved in this
kind of activity locally.
Dr. Hollinger said this could

open up a whole new channel of
. interest for persons artistically
and creatively inclined.
Multi-media, dealing with
education, business, and public
information, allows a person to
see and hear things, that are
either boring or too difficult to
explain in layman's terms. One's
mind is the translator for multimedia, says Dr. Hollinger.
When asked if he thinks multimedia will ever come to Marshall, Dr. Hollinger said, "I
definitely hope to see some
projects done here to allow MU
students to handle equipment and
think in multi-media terms. I
would be glad to work with any
students who show an honest
interest in such a project."
-WHEN
HIGH
SCHOOL
RF,CRUJTING is done for MU,

multi-media could let students
see and hear, audio-visually,
about the campus and its
surroundings, rather than listen
to one uninteresting talk after
another.
Another idea was the MU
public information personnel
could better explain the
University to the community,
who might otherwise have
misconceptions of university life.

Series poll released
The results of a study made by the Marshall
Artists Series shows that 136 people who are directly
involved in the daily life at Marshall University are
actively supporting the series.
The people are working as ushers, operating·
projectors, as clerks, or in other ways that are
valuable to the series.
Due to their university-wide affiliations, the
faculty wives are the most active group. Other
active groups include the members of the administrative staff, the Department of Speech, the
Department of Music, and the professors of
education.
The role of the university student is difficult to
express because it is measured in attendance of the
series and in the way the students seem to appreciate the series.
The purpose of the study was to determine the
extent of interest and support for the arts and
lectures authorities and to determine areas in which
increased activity can be developed.

"0RPIIEl 1S IN THE UNOERWORLO" will be presented at the Keith-

'Orpheus'

\lbee Theater at 11::IO p.m. b,v the Canadian Opera Company as part of
the Community Artist Series. Students mav obtain tickets from 10
a.m. to I p.m. today by showing their activity cards at the theater box
office.

Music professor cuts album
Four compositions by Dr. Paul
W. Whear, associate professor of
music and composer-in-residence
at Marshall are featured in a new
long play stereo recording
released by Advent Records.
The album, entitled "Music of
Paul Whear" features The
London Concert Orchestra and
Chorus with the composer con_ducting.

One of the composer's most
recent works is the "Dedication
Anthem" commissioned by the
Huntington Galleries for the
formal opening of the new additions designed by the late
Walter Gropius. world renowned
architect.
Dr. Whear is the recipient of

Included on the record are
"Decade Overture", "Catharsis
Suite", "Psalms of Celebration",
and "Joyful-Jubilate". The latter
two works were performed on the
campus last season by the Choral
Union and the Symphonic Choir.

Through Marshall University's membership in the Regional Council
for International Education. opportunities are now oUered for
students to study in Europe at the University of Basel. Switzerland or
the University of Verona. Italy.
Two academic year programs sponsored by the council offer
curriculums designed for the undergraduate student majoring in one
of a number of fields.
The study year in Basel focuses attention on the development of
modern Europe. In Verona. the focus of study is on the humanistic
aspects of the western tradition.
Each program provides a course of intensive language study for
acquiring speaking ability and good working knowledge of the
language by the end of the period of study. Each student is required to
live with a Swiss or Italian family.
Students may obtain further information from the Office of the Vice
President of Academic Affairs. or others may write Regional Council
for Study Abroad. 1101 Bruce Hall. University of Pittsburg. Pittsburg.
Pa.

The "Decade Overture" and
"Joyful-Jubilate" were composed since Dr. Whear joined the
faculty in the fall of 1969. The
"Catharsis Suite" was commissioned by the Houston All City
Orchestrain 1967. and "Psalms of
Celebration" was commissioned
in 1965 by Union College for the
Lincoln Symphony Orchestra.

more than ten awards, and his
works have been performed by
such groups as the Philadelphia
Orchestra, B.B.C. Symphony,
Oxford String Quartet, Cleveland
Symphony and the Omaha
Symphony.
His list of compositions total
more than 60.

European studies offered
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Graduate center boosts co-operation
Ry MOLLIE YOUNG

Sta ff reporter

The West Virginia University
Kanawha Valley Graduate
Center, CKVGCl located west of
Charleston, has pioneered new
levels of cooperation iimong West
Virginia's fastitutions of higher
education. But, what is Marshall
University's role in this cooperative effort?
According to Arthur N. Hofstetter, dean of the Kanawha
Valley
Graduate
Center,
"Marshall's role in the KVGC is
important but not extensive."
Students who are admitted to
Marshall University Graduate
School can pursue their work
toward a degree from Marshall
by taking center courses that are
cross - listed for credit either
from Marshall or WVU.
Hofstetter continued, "We have
reached an agreement to crosslist courses--take Marshall
courses and match them up with
those at the center. If a Marshall
student wants to take courses
from the center for convenience,
they may enroll and receive
credit for Marshall University.
Even Marshall forms are used."
The ,courses cross-listed are
primarily in education. Both
Marshall and WVU registrants
who have been admitted to their
graduate schools may apply

credit for such cross-listed
courses at their parent institution.
Hoffstetter said there were 109
students attending the center
first semester who obtained
Marshall credit and 95 students
will attend KVGC second
semester for MU credit.
Expressing his views about the
KVGC. Dr. John R. Warren, dean
of the Marshall University
Graduate School said, "I am in
favor of the whole concept of
cooperation in all schools of
higher education, for example
sharing libraries, faculties and
facilities ."
The second semester of 1968-69
WVU attempted to cross-list their
courses at Marshall so students
could attend Marshall for WVU
credit. This program was stopped
by Marshall after only one
semester, according to Hofstetter.
How has the KVGC affected
Marshall's graduate school
enrollment? Hofstetter said, "I
have no idea but it seems that
Marshall graduates are ircreasing each year. Apparently 1t
hasn't affected very much, if any.
There isn't a great deal of harm
done ."
Taking another view, Dr.
Warren said, "There are
probably people who attend the
KVGC who would normally come

Conference at MU
A regional conference of the
Student Affiliates of the
American Chemical Society will
be held at Marshall Saturday,
according to Kathy Mooney,
Huntington senior and president
of the organization.
Represented will be similar
groups from Morris Harvey
College, Marietta College, and W.
Va. State.
The conference will last all day
with the morning session,
beginning at 8:30 a.m., featuring
the presentation of nine year-long
student research projects which
Miss Mooney said will "give the
other students a chance to see
what developments are being
made in the field of chemistry."
The afternoon session will be
highlighted by a speech from
John Bryant. chief of the
National Air Survailance Network branch of the National Air
Pollution Control Commission.
Bryant's talk on air pollution
will be presented at 1:30 p.m . in
the Science Hall auditorium, and
is open to the public . Miss
Mooney said, "it won't be of a
technical nature, and should
prove to be of interest to
everyone."
Another feature of the conference will be an exhibit of the
Priser Scientific Company of
Charleston, who will show
various types of new sctentific
equipment.
In preparation for the conference. the Marshall chapter
has redesigned the display cases
on the third floor of the Science

Workers needed
for blood drive
Volunteers are needed to help
in the Spring Blood Drive to be
held March 3 from 9 a .m . to 4
p.m .
Any girl who wishes to help
should contact Gary Westrich.
Kings Park. New York freshman
at 212 South Hall . Centrex 3660 or
696-9864 .

Awards will be given to
the fraternity . sorority . the male
and female dormitory with the
highest percentage of blood
donors.

to Marshall if the center was not
there. It is very convenient for
teachers of the Kanawha Valley
to have the graduate center so
close ."
The Kanawha Valley Graduate
Center was established in 1958 at
Institute. west of Charleston.
According to Hofstetter it started
out
mainly
in chemical
engineering.
"In 1962 the school of business
and economics opened and in 1967
education. social work and erts
and sciences were brought in. It
has expanded from five or six
courses in 1958 to 59 in the second
semester curriculum of 1971.
One of the main reasons for the
center's growth was the West
Virginia Legislature in 1967 that
appropriated funds for the first
time. permitting fees to be
lowered and waived limitations
on what programs could be offered.
According to Hoffstetter, the
center offers lS masters degrees
and one can take all courses at
the center that are needed to
receive them.
The primary function of the
graduate center is to offer
graduate degree programs
primarily so employed adults can
continue their education. These
degrees are relevant to the needs
of the area's governmental, industrial.
business
and
educational segments . Its other
functions are to conduct basic
and applied research related to

those degrees and to sponsor
seminars. workshops.
short
courses and other non-credit
programs aimed at continuing
professional development on a
graduate level.
The faculty consists of full-time
graduate faculty of the KVGC: 21
professors from the graduate
faculty in Morgantown who are
flown to Charleston daily: six
professors from Marshalri'faculty
from the area schools o Morris
Harvey. West Virginia Institute
of Technology and West Virginia
State College. Faculty members
also come from Kanawha Valley
industrial and governmental
agencies.
Most KVGC classes are conducted at West Virginia State
College in Institute. But. its
administrative and faculty offices. as well as a few
classrooms. are located at Nitro.
a few miles west.
The KVGC operates under the
direction of Hofstetter. the fulltime administrative dean. and
also with three academic division
directors and full and part time
faculty .
Hofstetter said. "The center is
residential. not extension or
supplementary. As of yet there
are no definite plans for building
but there is an attempt to get
plans underway . A ten year
program is being formulated but
there is nothing definite until the
Board of Regents rriakes a
decision .

"Union Carbide has donated
sixty acres next to the Union
Carbide Technical Center Cin
South Charleston l to the KVGC
and it now belongs to the WVU
Foundation. This area would
make an ideal campus."
The Deans Council of Higher
Education is a committee consisting of the deans of the center.
Marshall University, Morris
Harvey College. West Virginia
State College. West Virginia
Institute of Technology and West
Virginia University . It meets
periodically to strengthen the
center through coordination of
the higher education sources . It
also meets to discuss cooperation problems .
Concerning these meetings. Dr.
Warren said. "The meetings give
us the opportunity to share
problems and ideas and to meet
the educational needs of the
area ."
The Kanawha Valley Graduate
Center is a unique program in
education . According to Hofstetter there are only two or three
more graduate centers. like
KVGC. in the United States. Evt!n
though some think the KVGC
may
decrease
graduate
enrollment
at
Marshall
University. it is. as Hofstetter
commented. a convenience to
those in the Kanawha Valley area
who wish to further their
education and it benefits the state
as a whole.

Building. This is the first time
such a thing has been done in
seven or eight years, according to
Dr. E . S. Hanrahan, chairman of
the department of chemistry.

MU bulletin
now available
The 1970 Marshall University
Research Bulletin has been
published and is now available to
faculty and students interested in
faculty research carried on at
this institution, said Dr. A.
Mervin Tyson, chairman of the
research board.
"During the year , faculty
members engaged in a variety of
individual and co-operation
projects, many of them carried
on independently, others supported by outside funding
agencies," Dr . Tyson said.
The publication is issued to
Marshall faculty members and
administration officials of other
state institutions, as well as those
of neighboring states, in an attempt to inform them of projects
done by MU faculty.
The bulletin covers books.
articles. and book review papers
read at scholarly meeting
research projects now in
progress.
particularly
in
scholarly associations and abstracts of research by recipients
of research board grants for the
summer of 1970.
Dr . Tyson. vice president of
academic affairs also noted.
"The board is especially grateful
for the financial support from the
Claude Washington Benedum
Fund and the National Science
Foundation. The resulting
advance in
our
Marshall
University research program is
convincing testimony to the value
and effectiveness of this generous
support."
A faculty member may gain
entrv into the Research Bulletin
by fflling out a questionnaire and
returning it to Dr. Walter H. Perl.
professor of modern languages
and editor of the "Bulletin of
Research." by a specified date .
Students wishing a copy of the
bulletin mav obtain it bv
inquiring at Dr . Tyson 's office .

Looking good

\:'\ l:'\SIOE-Ol'T \'IE\\' through the new Student l'nion renals a
pictures11ue scene and pro\'es that things are shaping up.

Religious lectures to be given
R~ C'IIEHYL S('IIOE\\'E
Sta ff reporter

SIIIHLEY ( '. (;t'TIIHIE .. JH .

Shirley C. Guthrie. Jr . will be guest minister at a theological lecture
sf'ries in Huntington from February 28 through March 2.
The series is sponsored by the Campus Christian Ministry at Marshall . the Beverly Hills Presbyterian Church. and the First
Presbvterian Church .
The ·first lecture will be given Feb. 28 at 7 p.m. at the Beverly Hills
Prc>sbvterian Church . It is entitled " ,Jesus Christ Is Lord--Foundation
for a !'kw ThC'olog~•" : or "What Can We Still Believe?"
Guthrie ·s second lecture is entitled "The Lordship of Jesus and the
Rc>alitv of C.o~ ": or "What Ooes It Mean to Believe in God Today?" It
will hr givc>n March lat 10:J;j p.m . at the Campus Christian Center.
Thc> final lecture will be at 7:30 pm. on March 2 at the First
Prc>sb~·tprian Church . Cuthri e will lecture on "The Lordship of Jesus
and thd"hureh ... or "\\'h\' Should We Stick With the Church?"
.-\!so on '\lareh l from lfl · Oo am until 3:00 pm will be a seminar at
th<' Y'\IC.\ on " Communieatinr, the Faith--Today " Special attention
\\'ill h<' gin'n to th<• mon· erit i,·ai theological issues confron~ng the
ehureh
ThP ll'ettir<· s<-r1P~ 1s l)('1ng gi\·en on behalf of the Christian communities on C'ampus and 1n Huntington .
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Blessitt here Sunday
Hy ROH .JONES
Feature writer

Crewe's
Comments ·

When a movie becomes the
The true Italian father is
number one movie of the year portrayed by John Marley who
and the script is turned into a feels deeply the relationship
best-selling book, the result is the between him and his daughter
making of an idol. This is what and his whole desire is to make
has happened to Erich Segal's her happy . He succeeds in his
Love Story. Concensus shows it is characterization and deserves
one of the top money makers of acclamation .
the decade in both movie and
Ray Milland as Oliver Barrett
book form; yet does this notoriety III is excellent and his portrayal
justify Love Story as a true of the conservative businessman
literary classic?
is fully believable. He is injustly
The debate rages between treated by his son ; yet he
those who liked Love Story from remains as the devoted father
a vicarious point of view and and is willing to accept his
those who disliked it from a prodigal son .
critical stance. The movie, which
There was one fair peris currently playing at the formance in Love Story and this
Camelot Theatre, is a beautiful was the portrayal of Jennifer by
oneandonewhicheveryonemust Ali MacGraw . She was unsee ; yet there are several aspects believably flippant. After reading
of the movie which fall short of an the book, it is hard to realize that
Academy Award.
the two Jennifers are the same .
The plot is contrived so as to
Ali MacGraw smiles conpull out all the emotional stops tinuously, rattles off pat phrases,
and bring the audience deeply and is generally characterized by
into the action of the story . This one of Oliver's roommates as a
would be fine if there were some " tight ass ." The expression
definite reason for the incidents. seems to fit , for Jennifer never
The entire plot is based on boy really opens up to the audience.
meets girl , boy falls in love with Miss MacGraw appears to simply
girl, girl dies, boy cries.
walk through the part and never
Every incident is placed so· as develops her character .
to ultimately find not only JenThere are many who praise
nifer and Oliver m the hospital Love Story for its simplicity and
room , but also the entire dedication to realitv . It is a
audience. By the time the simple story and as an emotional
prolonged death scene is over, experience it is deeply moving .
the audience is sobbing
The technical aspects of the
hysterically and so completely movie are exquisite. Location
identified with the characters' shots of Harvard and the
that the illusion of reality is surrounding area are beautiful
broken and the tragedy is no and the close-up shots of faces aid
longer impersonal. The detach- in the full expression of emotion.
ment necessary for a truly great
The music in Love Story is
movie is totally missing .
some of the best and the
This is not to say that it is variations on the same theme
against the law to cry over the · provide a means of continuity in
movie, for this is the_privilege of the movie.
each individual ; it is to say ,
There was a definite redeeming
however , that the audience quality to Love Story and at the
should not be formed into a risk of being trite, it was consevere emotional involvement.~ tained in the line. "Love means
Characterization in Love Story . never having to say you're
falls into two categories: ex- sorry." This has to be one of the
cellent and fair .
classic lines of literature and in it
Ryan O'Neal makes Oliver is contained the essence of all
entirely believable and his grief involving love.
is as real and as poignant as any
Love Story will remain one of
could desire .
the most attended movies of the

Sunset Strip is many things to
many people. It is bright lights,
slow traffic, drug users and
sellers , and it is people. To Arthur
Blessi tt ,
29-year-old
Southern Baptist preacher, who
will be on the Marshall Campus
Sunday, the people of the Strip
are most important.
It all started three years ago.
year and one of the most read Blessitt said he began to
books regardless of criticism . recognize the "overwhelming
Young adults can ipentify with need for Christ among the hippies
Jennifer and Oliver and the older on Sunset Strip ." After getting
adults will remember their permission from the owner of one
youth .
of the most popular discotheques
As a critic I disliked Love Story in the area he started a midnight
both in book and movie, but as a service in the discotheque.
person I cried along with the rest
From the discotheque Blessitt
and came away feeling the and his staff rented a building in
tragedy of their love.
the heart of the Strip and called it
" O.K . then . . ."
His Place, -- a place where kids
could come in off the street, eat
sandwiches and drink coffee, and
hear about Christ.
Today . two evictions and
several rental rejections later,
the Arthur Blessitt Evangelistic
Rep. Ken Hechler, D-W. Va., Association continues to operate
will speak at 9 a .m ., 11 a .m ., and from His Place, which Blessitt
1 p.m . to political science classes describes as "where the action
in American National Govern- is ."
In a recent auicle in Eternity
ment, State Government, and
International Law, according to magazine Rita Klein described
Dr. Paul D. Stewart , chairman of His Place. " You are aware that it
the Department of Political is still a part of the Strip, because
you see the Strip's people sitting
Science.
Dr . Hechler , former MU and moving all around you. You
professor of political science, will hear their own peculiar language
speak on reform in Congress, the being spoken . Their music blasts
abolition of the seniority rule in your ears. And yet there is
affecting committee chairmen, something obviously different
and federal legislation for the about His Place. "The staff
abolishment of strip mining , members and the voluntary
according to Stewart. For any Christian witnesses move about,
additional information contact 'rapping' first with one kid , then
another , about Jesus Christ. You
Dr. Stewart.
hear his name constantly and

Ken Hechler
speaks today

somehow you even feel his power .
Manv kids come into His Place
seeking answers ."
Miss Klein is copy editor for
Teen
Magazine
and
a
professional free-lance writer.
For those who accept Christ
there is the House of Disciples, a
two-story home in the heart of
Los Angeles . As Miss Klein explained. "in the House of
Disciples new Christians are
given the opportunity to mature
and learn more about Christ.
They do this away from the Strip
and the chaotic life they knew
before."
After accepting Christ and
Jiving in the House of Disciples,
many new Christians go back into
the world with an unbelievable
testimony, according to Miss
Klein . She relates one such case
in her article for Eternity .
"There 's Paul, who was
wanted by the police in Boston on
a grand larceny charge and came
to Los Angeles to find escape
from the law. Instead, he found
Christ , went back to face
charges, was required to pay
back only a portion of the stolen
money , and has now returned to
Los Angeles , and His Place,
where he witnesses about
Christ."
With his growing staff working
on the Strip, Arthur Blessitt has
been able to extend his ministry
across the United States. Last
year Blessitt walked crosscountry with several staff
members , carrying a ten-foot, 80pound cross, preaching in city
after city on the way .
Blessitt's travels will bring him
to Marshall on Sunday. He will
speak in the Campus Christian
Center Sunday at 9 p.m . and will
be available at 1670 6th Ave.
around 10 p.m . for discussion .

~-------------------------1

CAPS AND GOWNS

Seniors graduating in May
commencement can place orders
for caps and gowns from March
1-12. The measurements and
rental fee will be taken at the MU
bookstore.
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HOBBYLAND
Corner 8th St. & 8th Ave.
Open 7 days a week till IO p.m.
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Activities announced
for Christian Center
Activities at the Campus
Christian Center this weekend
include a coffee house program
Saturday evening from 8 p.m. to 1
a .m . and a Catholic Mass
Saturday at 6 p.m.
SUnday Catholic Masses will be
at 10 a.m. a11d 5 p.m . The all faith
service is at 11 a.m . Services are
in the CCC chapel.
Monday at 10 :30 p.m. Shirley C.
Guthrie, Jr. will speak as a
continuation of the Theological
Lecture Series. His topic will be
"The Lordship of Jesus and the
Church" or "Why Should We
Stick With the Church."

Guthrie is a professor of
systematic theology at Columbia
Theological
Seminary
in
Decatur, Ga .
In addition to speaking at the
Christian Center
Monday
evening, he will also speak at the
Beverly Hills Presbyterian
church
and
the
First
Presbyterian Church.
The
Campus
Christian
Ministry, the Beverly Hills
Presbyterian Church and the
First Presbyterian Church
sponsor this lecture series on
behalf of the Christian communities both on campus and in
town.

Half a~ many applications
available for financial aid
Two forms, the Application for
Independent Students and the
Married Student Supplement, are
now available at the Financial
Aid office.
According to Terry Myers,
financial aid officer, there are
one-half as many applications in
for next year, due to students not
submitttng these forms.
"As of now we're not sure how
many slots we'll have for next

fall, but applications must be in
by March 1," said Myers. "Applications received after March 1
for the remaining vacancies will
be taken on a first come first
serve basis."
All students seeking financibi
aid through the Financial Aid
Office for the 1971-72 academic
. year must submit a College
Scholarship Service form and a
Marshall University Institutional
form.

PAGESE\'EN

'Mini Fest' held in Ashland

The Ashland Community
College will sponsor 'The Musical
Mini Fest' in connection with the
Campus Christian Center's
Coffee House Series on Feb. 26 at
7:30 p.m. The concert. featuring
Roger Samples, Sheri Harrold,
Karen McKay. and Mary
Holderby from Marshall. will
include sounds of traditional and
contemporary music.

The MU musicians. who have
performed previously at the
Coffee House on Friclay and
Saturday nights. will join other
entertainers in presenting many
well-known and some original
works composed by the artists.
Ronnie Elderidge. Bobbie
Kouns. The Kentucky Foothills
Ramblers. Barbara Edwards.
Hazel Dameron. Terry Goller.
Herb Schottland. Jon McKenzie
and Reba Kouns, David Booth.
Sallie and Jerry Sublett. Rusty
Brogden. Dan Gore. will be
among the lineup of musical
talent.

According to Steve Fair. Coffee
House student coordinator. this
will be a" show of regional Appalachian music performed by
college entertainers .
Admission for the Friday night
presentation is $1. Tickets and
information about transportation
and time of departure from
Huntington are available at the
Campus Christian Center office.
The Saturday evening Coffee
House. 9:00-?. at the Campus
Christian Center, will feature
local talent as well as some of the
Mini Fest performers .

from the committee in contacting
performers.
The selections will receive a
critique from guest composer.
Barney Childs. and a first and
second prize of $75 and $25 will be
awarded .

title only and an attached envelope containing name. address.
and instructor recommendation .

Composers whose compositions
are chosen are responsible for
obtaining a group of no more than
20 members to perform their
compositions March 19 in Evelyn
Hollberg Smith Recital Hall.

Winners will be chosen after
the concert. Since the compositions are judged on merit. the
Festival Committee retains the
right to withhold prizes if a
unanimous decision is made that
none qualify . The committee will
try to secure publication of the
winning composition.

Assistance may be obtained

Scores are to be submitted with

Official Marshall University
class rings may be ordered in the
Student Union March 2, from a
representative of the John
Roberts Company.
The Roberts Co., in conjunction
with the Marshall Bookstore,
sells the only official MU ring.
Men's and women's rings
feature a variety of different
stones.

The concert will be held in
Ashland Community College's
auditorium located on 15th Street
and Central ,Avenue, Ashland.
Ky .

1-----------------------------------------Compositions due Monday ~or festival
Ueadline is Monday for submitting original compositions to
the Department of Music for
judging in the -Contemporary
Music Festival.
Scores will be screened by the
Festival
Committee,
and
notification of compositions to be
performed will be March 8.

MU RING ORDERS

AND TOP IT
OFF WITH A
SPLASH OF
COLOR

SMART Tl
BY

RESILLIO
S.TRIPES,
PRINTS, CLUBS,
BOLD BRASH
AND BEAUTIFUL
FROM $6.00
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Herd tankers travel

Jackson, Kokor
to stay with staff

Chicago, DeKalb
for weekend meets

to

Dawson unavailable
At least two of Marshall's three assistant football
coaches will stay at MU to help newly named head
football coach Richard L. Bestwick build a football
program at Marshall.
Carl Kokor, assistant football coach, said that he
would stay at Marshall. When asked how he felt about
Bestwick, Kokor stated, "Coach Bestwick has the
qualified experience gained from being in major
building programs.''
William (Mickey) Jackson,
assistant football coach, said,
"Yes, I'll be here",
When asked about Bestwick
Jackson stated, "I never met
him. Any type of judgment is
premature. I heard a lot of nice
comments about him."
Jackson said he was now
concentrating on recruiting.
"Now we will probably have to go
through a total reorganization of
the recruiting area."
Marshall has been relying on
four men to do all the recruiting,
but the situation should be
relieved with the addition of
Bestwick and three assistants he
can name to the coaching staff.
Coach William (Red l Dawson
was not available for comment.

McMullen set
for student talk

PAGE EIGIIT

Ry ARNETT HARRAH

Sports reporter

"Yes, I'll be here."-C o a ch
William
(Mickey) Jackson

A convocation with Athletic
Director Joe McMullen will be
presented Tuesday, March 2, 11
a.m. in Old Main auditorium.
Co-ordinated through Student
tournaments
Government, the convocation
will deal with exchange of
communication between McMullen and students.
All entries have been taken for
McMullen will deliver a short the singles handball tournament
talk on the philosophy of athletics in Gullickson Hall. 103 people will
and the floor will be open for compete in the one-wall action
questions.
Student
Body and 31 will play in the four-wall
President Mike Gant will serve competition.
as moderator. This discussion is
Also, 18 teams registered for
being held for students only. the bowling tournament. Both
Townspeople and the outside tourneys will begin on Monday,
press will not be admitted.
March 1.

Handball

scheduled

Marshall swimmers will be out
to improve their 3-7 record as
they travel to Illinois for two
meets this weekend.
Friday night in Chicago, the
Herd will face Loyola University
of Chicago and Big Ten power
Northwestern University in a
three team meet.
After Friday's contest, the
Herd will travel to DeKalb, Ill.,
MU FUND TOPS $280,000

CHARLESTON

AP

Charleston area donors, was
presented Thursday by the
National Bank of Commerce here
to the Marshall University
Memorial Fund.
The memorial fund now has
contributions totaling more than
$280,000.

-

DESIGNED TO FIT ALL
HOME, COLLEGE, OFFICE, HOTEL AND CAMP
NEEDS:

I

Before MU-St. Francis

SANYO'S COMPACT
REFRIGERATOR

SAE~s to meet SIG EP's at field house
By JIM MARSHALL

Sports reporter

Fans of the Toondering Herd
varsity will have a chance to see
two undefeated intramural
basketball teams play at
Memorial Field House Monday
night. Sigma Phi Epsilon No. 1
will meet Sigma Alpha Epsilon
No. 1 in the preliminary before
the Marshall-St. Francis game.
Intramural Director Buddy
Rogers said this is not a championship game, "It is just a
regularly scheduled game between two of our best intramural
teams. We will have our- cham--

pionship game after the regular
season in a couple of months."
In games Wednesday night,
most of the action took place in
the Dormitory League. In a close
one, East Tower All-Stars edged
the Nerfs, 69-67. Other scores
were Rashers over Climax 12, 5344; Triple Threats over Seventh
Heaven 63-52; and the Pirates
beat Cloud "9," 51-35.
· In the Fraternity League, no
scores were even close. The
Molly McGuires No. 1 whipped
Kappa Alpha No. 2, 59-42.
Diamond Dukes rocked Lambda
Chi Alpha No. 2, 79-44, and Zeta

Beta Tau No. 1 rolled over the

Faculty, 88-73.
Fat City Twirps bowed to Phi
Tau Alpha No. 2, 59-54 in an Independent League game. In the
only other game, the Dixie Cups
shot down the Psycho's 49-32.
There was no action last night
due to the Marshall-Cleveland
State game at Memorial Field
House.

A

$6,559.44 check, collected from

where they will face the Northern
Illinois University squad in a
Saturday afternoon meet.
"Our main task at this point is
to keep healthy," said coach
Robert Saunders. "We won't be
practicing as much as in the
early part of the season in order
to prevent fatigue.
We will be concentrating on
more quality in our swimming. If
the quality improves, the speed
will also improve."
After the contests in Illinois,
the Herd will finish the season
with the University of Cincinnati
Invitational on March 5-6 in
Cincinnati.
West
Virginia
University will be one of the
featured teams in the meet.
"We will be trying to finish
strong as we did last year," said
coach Saunders. "Despite the
losses, the boys feel they have
gained a lot this season and we
are really looking forward to the
final meets."

89 95

,,,mm~~
2 ice cube trays, 6 egg
storage and 2 jar and bottle

SPECIAL DISCOUNT
TO STUDENT'S

•

3RD AVENUE & 9TH STREET
HUNTINGTON, WEST VIRGINIA

Batteries
not included.

YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE BRILLIANT
TO FIND A BRILLIANT DIAMOND
A diamond's brilliance depends on many
things. If a stone is not expertly cut the passage of
light through the diamond will not give it full
brilliance. If tl\,e color isn't right, it will seem cloudy
and dull. We'll help you select a diamond
beaming with dancing lights. And you save your
brilliance for your own business.

Just apples. Ripe, rosy apples. Tart. Sweet. With a crisp,
flaky crust. McDonald's Hot Apple Pie. Comes completely
assembled in a handsome gift box.
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